Day 1: 6th June 2018 - Plenary Conference

(Event Presenter: Monique Calisti, Executive Director, Martel Innovate)

08h30 - 09h30 Registration

09h30 - 09h40 Welcome from the organisers
- Monique Calisti, Executive Director, Martel Innovate
- Antonella Passani, Partner of T6 Ecosystems
- Stavroula Maglavera, Research Engineer, University of Thessaly

09h40 - 10h00 Opening by local authorities and the European commission representatives
- Fabrizio Sestini, Senior Expert, Digital Social Innovation, European Commission DG Connect
- Jean-David Malo, Head of Unit, EU Commission, DG for Research and Innovation, Deputy Director-General

10h00 - 10h20 Keynote opening - From time-sharing to future internets, 55 years of software and social engineering
- Louis Pouzin, Internet pioneer, Founder of Open Root

10h20 - 10h45 Digital technologies as drivers for social good: Interviews with success stories
Moderated by Monique Calisti, Executive Director, Martel Innovate
- Elena Calistrri, Chair & Co-founder at Funky Citizens
- Rebecca Rumbul, Head of Research of mySociety
- Monique J. Morrow, President, Co-Founder The Humanized Internet

10h45 - 11h15 Break and networking

11h15 - 11h45 Keynote speech – Responsible artificial intelligence
- Virginia Dignum, Policy and Management, Delft University of technology

11h45 - 13h00 Round table – Creating digital innovation hubs in cities
Moderated by Antonella Passani, Partner of T6 Ecosystems
- Flavia Marzano, Councillor for Innovation of the Rome Municipality
- Christos Karras, Member of the Communication Team of the Dept. of Civil Society and Decentralization, synAthina
- Daria Butukhtina, Co-founder of StartUp4City
- Lorenzo Lipparini, Councillor for Participation and Open Data of the Milan Municipality
- Anne Vest Hansen, Head of ITK Lab – Center for Innovation in Aarhus
- Anna Majó, Director of Digital Innovation at Barcelona City Council

13h00 - 14h30 Break & networking

14h30 – 15h00 Keynote speech – The human internet in the digital transformation
- Luciano Floridi, Professor of Philosophy and Ethics of Information, University of Oxford

15h00 - 16h30 Parallel workshops
Workshop 1: Digital welfare platforms
Workshop 2: DSI in cities – building the foundations for responsible data-driven innovation
Workshop 3: Citizens and open data

16h30 - 17h30  Wrap-up from workshops  
- Gianluca Misuraca, Senior Scientist, European Commission's Joint Research Centre

17h30 - 18h00  Closing remarks  
(The ChIC consortium)

18h00 - 19h00  Acceleration booths  
Meetings between CAPS projects and social venture capitalists, experts in business model innovation, potential uptakers. CAPS projects will pitch and will receive feedback.

19h00 - 22h00  DSI Open Night  
Join us at the Innovation District in Rome (Via GB Magnaghi 59). The cocktail is offered by FabLab Roma Makers.

DAY 2: 7th June 2018 - Plenary Conference

(Event Presenter: Monique Calisti, Executive Director, Martel Innovate)

08h30 - 09h30  Registration

09h30 - 09h40  Opening: Day 1 summary and introduction to Day 2  
- Monique Calisti, Executive Director, Martel Innovate  
- Antonella Passani, Partner of T6 Ecosystems  
- Stavroula Maglavera, Research Engineer, University of Thessaly

09h40 - 10h45  Keynote speeches - Popularization of the Internet: technological changes and effects  
- Samer Hassan, Activist, Faculty Associate at Berkman Center at Harvard, Associate Professor in Madrid  
- Christopher Tucci, Professor of Management of Technology, Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne  
- Mario Calderini, Professor, School of Management, Polytechnic University of Milan

10h45 - 11h30  Break & networking

11h30 - 13h00  Parallel workshops  
Workshop 4: Co-designing policy to grow DSI  
Workshop 5: Ethics for the next generation internet  
Workshop 6: Collaborative making, frugal technologies, art and creativity

13h00 - 14h30  Break & networking

14h30 - 16h00  Parallel workshops
Workshop 4: Co-designing policy to grow DSI
Workshop 7: Collective intelligence and crowdsourcing for social good
Workshop 8: Motivating citizens’ behavioral change through ICT

16h00 - 16h30 Blockchain for social good prize
  - Fabrizio Sestini, Senior Expert, Digital Social Innovation, European Commission DG Connect

16h30 - 17h00 Wrap-up from the CAPS projects’ workshops
  - Loretta Anania, European Commission, Next Generation Internet Unit
  - Stavroula Maglavera, Research Engineer, University of Thessaly

17h00 - 17h45 Digital technologies as drivers for social good: Interview with success stories
  Moderated by Antonella Passani, Partner of T6 Ecosystems
  - Giuseppe Littera, Co-founder of Sardex
  - Alba Hierro, Founding Member of PamaPam
  - Costanza Gallo, Techfugees Italy
  - Mariachiara Campodonico, Architecture for an Internet for everybody (RIFE project)

17h00 - 19h00 Closing remarks and next appointments

PARALLEL WORKSHOPS

Workshop 1: Digital welfare platforms
This panel addresses CAPS trial results in the area of inclusion: real communities that cooperate in search of digital welfare gains. Is collective intelligence effective? Can these platforms scale across regions, find economies of scope and integration?

Digital Welfare Platforms in an EU context
  - Loretta Anania, European Commission, Next Generation Internet Unit

Participatory budgeting and deliberative democracy trials
  - Giovanni Allegretti, University of Coimbra & Michelangelo Secchi, FabLabs Milan, EMPATIA

OPEN CARE: Co-designed social care platform
  - Nadia El Imam, Edgeryders,

Fostering Commonfare: social collaboration and basic income schemes / Yetta blockchain as community value transfer mechanism
  - Andrea Fumagalli, University of Pavia, and Bin-Italia PIE NEWS and Dr. Marco Sachy, Dyne.org OPEN CARE

The IESI project, the future of work, and evidence-based EU policy perspective
  - Gianluca Misuraca, Senior Scientist, European Commission's Joint Research Centre

Workshop 2: DSI in cities – building the foundations for responsible data-driven innovation
This workshop will explore how we can approach social innovation using data in a responsible way. It will also consider the implications and linkages of the Next Generation Internet, which promises a decentralised and citizen-centric approach to connected internet technologies.

**Panel Discussion: “Building the foundations of responsible data innovation in cities”**
- Tom Symons, *DECODE and Nesta*
- Flavia Marzano, *CIO, City of Rome*
- Katja Bego, *Engineroom Coordinator, Nesta*
- Giacomo Gilmozzi, *NEXTLEAP*

**Chair:** Anna Majó, *DSI4EU and Barcelona Activa*

**Workshop session: “Co-creating approaches to responsible data innovation”**
- Tom Symons, *DECODE and Nesta*
- Katja Bego, *Engineroom Coordinator, Nesta*

**Workshop 3: Citizens and Open Data**
In this workshop we invite future- and action oriented discussion by summing up and presenting main learnings and outcomes of the Open4Citizens project; exploring how best to empower citizens to make sense of open data. In the workshop we aim to cross-examine our insights and the tools/strategies developed in a diverse discussion across design practice, data expertise, digital innovation and open data advancement.

- Anne Vest Hansen, *ITK lab and Center for Innovation, Aarhus, DK*
- Arianna Mazzeo, *ELISAVA, DESIS Lab, Barcelona*
- Daniele De Bernardin, *Open Polis, Rome*
- Grazia Concilio, *Politecnico Milano & Open4Citizens*
- Lorenzo Lipparini, *Councillor for participation and open data of the Milan municipality*
- Salvatore Iaconesi, *HER*
- Luigi Reggi, *Monithon & PhD Fellow at State University of New York at Albany*

**Workshop 4: Co-designing policy to grow DSI**
How can policy support DSI to grow and scale its impact? What can governments at the city, national and European level do to help DSI? And how can supportive policy be made in a more participatory, inclusive way? That's what we'll be exploring at this fast-paced, hands-on workshop, co-organised by DSI4EU and SIC.

**Facilitators:**
- Matt Stokes, *Researcher, Nesta, Workshop facilitator*
- Peter Baeck, *Head of Collaborative Economy Research, Nesta, Workshop facilitator*
- Codrina Cretu, *Nesta, Workshop facilitator*

**Workshop 5: Ethics for the next generation internet**
How can we bring the CAPS rich and heterogeneous community experience into a coherent ethical or 'value proposition' for the European Commission's NGI innovation activities? Four projects and four panelists share their ethics reflection, based on the projects' work.

- Tsilla Boisselet, SCImPULSE Foundation
- Chiara Rabbito, Società Italiana Telemedicina
- Salvatore Cantale, IMD Lausanne
- Gregoire Japiot, Geneva SmartCityCamp

**Workshop 6: Collaborative making, frugal technologies, art and creativity**

This workshop will lead discussion addressing challenges and questions around the roles that grassroots, co-design, and collaborative making approaches can play in social innovation and creative practice.

- Elizabeth Calderón Lüning, Co-founder and CEO at Common Grounds / Nachbarschaftsakademie
- Andreas Unteidig, University of the Arts (UdK) Berlin
- Ingi Helgason, Edinburgh Napier University
- Salvatore Iaconesi and Oriana Persico, HER
- Dario Marmo, Project Manager at OpenMaker
- Enrico Bassi and Marta Savoldelli, OpenDot
- Antonia Madella Noja and Cristina Dornini, Tog Foundation

**Workshop 7: Collective intelligence and crowdsourcing for social good**

Crowdsourcing is a varied and growing model that uses digital technologies and the open participation of volunteers to empower people and to leverage the so-called "wisdom of the crowd" to tackle social challenges.

- Alessandro Bogliolo, CROWD4ROADS
- Giovanna Calabrò, CAPSELLA
- Agostino Cortesi, FAMILIES-SHARE
- Eefje Cottenier, De Stuyverij community
- Andrea Sergiacciomi, Regione Marche
- Charalampos Chatzimallis, SAVINGFOOD
- Mark Lewis, Coventry University
- Tom Symons, DECODE
- Saverio Delpriori, CROWD4ROADS
- Francesca Zampa, ACI

**Workshop 8: Motivating citizens’ behavioral change through ICT**

In the context of “Motivating citizens’ behavioral change through ICT platforms: challenges & lessons learnt", we will present three CAPS projects: POWER H2020, PROFIT and ASSET.

- Sotiris Diplaris and Katerina Katmada, PROFIT
- Leander Hoermann, ASSET
- Janet Riley and Monica Pianosi, POWER H2020

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
EXHIBITION AREA

**MAZI project** will deploy a MAZI Zone (a local WiFi network) in the room where we will provide local services and applications for enabling the audience to collaboratively take notes, share files with others, share photos and ideas in the local digital Guestbook, organize a poll and others. (mazizone.eu)

**ASSET project** will invite the participants to experience the ASSET smartphone application. ASSET will set up a demo-supermarket (via some product names) and set up the virtual infrastructure, as if all the products were there. (asset-consumerism.eu)

**PIE NEWS/Commonfare project** will showcase their latest Commonfare platform’s components. Among them, the “information hub”, featuring information about welfare measures, and the “storytelling hub”, featuring the stories written by the users active on the platform. (pieproject.eu)

**The OpenMaker Digital Social Platform** provides users with a digital environment to stay engaged, supporting participants to better develop their social capital and increase their social impact in terms of innovation, knowledge transfer, and business success. (openmaker.eu)

**Open4Citizens project** will present the European Network of Open Data Labs initiative and invite perspectives to join it and develop projects, initiatives and publications to promote it. (open4citizens.eu)

**Roma Makers** is the biggest Italian makers’ community. Thanks to the Roma FabLab it offers the city a stable location in which to promote digital social innovation, based on Open Source and Sharing Economy paradigms. (romamakers.org)

**Flyfish.zone**: A social map where you can search, offer and share economic and social value. Flyfish is a social network of urban sharing economy, born to promote the sharing of activities, services and skills between “communities” living in the same city or neighborhood. (flyfish.zone)

**The ReTer association** is an independent research laboratory based in Rome with a strong interest in the promotion of ‘neogeography’ and the practices related to the participatory geospatial Web. (reter.org)